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Perin SpA are leaders in the production of Furniture Accessories. Established in 1955 in the heart of the industrious Triveneto, which has over the last forty years developed into the Area with the highest concentration of furniture manufacturers in Italy and in Europe, the company has grown and expanded in keeping with its sector, spurred on by the pursuit of constant innovation. In this brochure, Perin SpA would like to illustrate to customers both old and new, the level of design and the quality standards achieved, presenting some of its most successful products.
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Hangers for suspended furniture

Sikura hangers successfully meet any requirement in terms of wall cabinet load bearing capacity, anchoring and safety. They are adjustable, have a high load bearing capacity, keep the wall cabinet securely anchored to the wall and feature a patented anti-disengagement system.

1. Anti-disengagement system
2. 8-mm pins
3. Universal LH-RH
4. Locking system
5. DIN 68840

Load bearing capacity of 100
Sikura hangers successfully meet any requirement in terms of wall cabinet load bearing capacity, anchoring and safety. They are adjustable, have a high load bearing capacity, keep the wall cabinet securely anchored to the wall and feature a patented anti-disengagement system.

DIN 68840

Hangers for suspended furniture

Locking system
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Each Sikura hanger features a patented system that prevents the disengagement of the cabinet from the wall plate. **Phase 1** shows how the plate is fastened to the hanger.

**Phase 2** shows how the plate is secured to the hanger and how the anti-disengagement system works (see points “P”).

Anti-disiengagement system
Hanger adjusting

Because both protrusion "1" and height "2" can be adjusted, Sikura ensures the wall cabinets are perfectly aligned and delivers excellent resistance and duration.

Load bearing capacity 100 Kg according to DIN 68840

[Diagram showing adjusting process]

Locking system

Anti-disengagement system

Locking system

Load bearing capacity 100 Kg according to DIN 68840
Shelf support with locking system

Speedy Plus is the new shelf support resulting from the research activity by Perin S.p.A. One single piece combines all functions expected from a built-in shelf support with anti-lift mechanism.

1. All you need is the cut-out
2. A single unit for improved stock management
3. No top pre-assembly at the factory

Locking system
Speedy Plus is the new shelf support resulting from the research activity by Perin S.p.A. One single piece combines all functions expected from a built-in shelf support with anti-lift mechanism.

1. All you need is the cut-out

2. A single unit for improved stock management

3. No top pre-assembly at the factory

4. Shelf support with locking system

5. Depth 15 mm - Ø15 mm

6. PATENTED

7. SHELF

8. Locking system

9. Ø 15

All you need is the cut-out
Assembly diagram

Ø 5 mm - Depth 11 mm

1. SIDE PANEL

2. SIDE PANEL
Assembly diagram

SHELF

SIDE PANEL

Fastening with wrench

Ø 5 mm - Depth 11 mm

Locking system

SIDE PANEL
Invisible shelf support

Slim is Perin spa’s new self-locking invisible shelf support, which can guarantee the best resistance to both lateral drag and surface weight. Composed of a ‘bayonet-type’ system, it is most suitable for cupboards and bookcases, including those with drop-down leaves: there’s no need for visible holes and it’s excellent as an element for structurally joining side and shelf. Assembly and dismantling are quick and simple.

1. Invisible shelf support
2. Self-locking and structural
3. No visible slots or screws
4. Invisible system

Mod. SLIM 30
Slim is Perin spa's new self-locking invisible shelf support, which can guarantee the best resistance to both lateral drag and surface weight. Composed of a 'bayonet-type' system, it is most suitable for cupboards and bookcases, including those with drop-down leaves: there's no need for visible holes and it's excellent as an element for structurally joining side and shelf.

Assembly and dismantling are quick and simple.
Vert_Move is the new Opening System developed by Perin S.p.A. for vertically sliding cabinet doors. It is totally invisible and allows access to the cabinet interior, where there is no visible mechanism. Only a small part of the cabinet space, at the top, is not accessible.

- No width limits
- The only one on the market
- Max. overall dimensions 10x10 cm
- Also motorised

Invisible movement
VERT_MOVE is the new Opening System developed by Perin S.p.A for vertically sliding cabinet doors. It is totally invisible and allows access to the cabinet interior, where there is no visible mechanism. Only a small part of the cabinet space, at the top, is not accessible.

**Height**
- H. 440 mm - H. 460 mm
- H. 560 mm - H. 680 mm - H. 760 mm

**Inside space**
- Width: “to pleasure”
- Inside space

**Totally accessible cabinet space**
Ideal SYSTEM for KITCHENS, BATHROOMS, LIVING ROOMS, OFFICES, etc...
Invisible movement

Ideal SYSTEM for KITCHENS, BATHROOMS, LIVING ROOMS, OFFICES, etc...
Gas spring

1. Interchangeable joints
2. Technical customisations possible
3. No visible screws inside the wall cabinet
4. Self-closing system

Mod. PNEUS-HIDRO

FREE or SELF-CLOSING MOVEMENT
FREE or GRADUAL MOVEMENT

HIDRO with BIK joint
HIDRO with OVAL joint
PNEUS with OVAL joint
PNEUS with BIK joint

Pneus dynamism allows the natural opening of the doors with its progressive pins. Therefore, the doors will open in a smooth and continuous way, without interruptions until the inner compartment is completely accessible.

Thanks to its friction-controlled movement the door can stop any point along the opening path.

The dynamism of Hidro allows opening doors in line, with a continuous and soft movement.

In Hidro, the oil-driven function means that the door closes by itself.
**Mod. PNEUS**

FREE or GRADUAL MOVEMENT

FREE MOVEMENT
Pneus dynamism allows the natural opening of the doors with its progressive pins. Therefore, the doors will open in a smooth and continuous way, without interruptions until the inner compartment is completely accessible.

GRADUAL MOVEMENT
Thanks to its friction-controlled movement the door can stop any point along the opening path.

**Mod. HIDRO**

FREE or SELF-CLOSING MOVEMENT

FREE MOVEMENT
The dynamism of Hidro allows opening doors in line, with a continuous and soft movement.

SELF-CLOSING MOVEMENT
In Hidro, the oil-driven function means that the door closes by itself.
Hinge for vertical-opening fronts

IDEA is the brand new hinge for upward- and downward-opening doors manufactured by Perin Spa. Featuring a special mechanism which can accommodate different-thickness doors within the one composition, it also makes it possible to reduce the gap between one door and the next to a minimum of 1,5mm.

1. Hinges for upward- and downward-opening doors
2. For 18 to 20 mm doors
3. Safety locking device for upward-opening doors
IDEA is the brand new hinge for upward- and downward-opening doors manufactured by Perin Spa. Featuring a special mechanism which can accommodate different-thickness doors within the one composition, it also makes it possible to reduce the gap between one door and the next to a minimum of 1.5 mm.

- Min. 1.5 mm
- 18÷20 mm

1. Hinges for upward- and downward-opening doors
2. For 18 to 20 mm doors
3. Safety locking device for upward-opening doors

- Drawer
Upward opening

Downward opening

min. 1,5 mm

18÷20 mm
Hinge for vertical-opening fronts

Hinge for vertical-opening fronts (both upward and downward opening).
A brand new design goes hand in hand with exceptional technical performance, creating solutions distinguished by a true Italian “minimal concept” that is very much appreciated all over the world.

1. Hinge for upward- and downward-opening doors
2. For 20 to 25 mm doors
3. For extra thicknesses
Hinge for vertical-opening fronts (both upward and downward opening).

A brand new design goes hand in hand with exceptional technical performance, creating solutions distinguished by a true Italian "minimal concept" that is very much appreciated all over the world.

- min. 3 mm
- 25 mm
- 25 mm
- 25 mm
- 25 mm
- 25 mm

Drawer

1. Hinge for upward- and downward-opening doors
2. For 20 to 25 mm doors
3. Hinge for vertical-opening fronts

For extra thicknesses
Upward opening

Downward opening

min. 3 mm

25 mm

25 mm
LINE is the brand new hinge for upward- and downward-opening doors manufactured by Perin Spa. Featuring a special mechanism which can accommodate different-thickness doors within the one composition, it also makes it possible to reduce the gap between one door and the next to a minimum of 1.5mm.

1. Hinge for upward- and downward-opening doors
2. For 20 to 24 mm doors

Easy assembly
LINE is the brand new hinge for upward- and downward-opening doors manufactured by Perin Spa. Featuring a special mechanism which can accommodate different-thickness doors within the one composition, it also makes it possible to reduce the gap between one door and the next to a minimum of 1,5mm.
Upward opening

Downward opening

min. 1,5 mm

24 mm
Upward opening

Downward opening

Ø35 mm

TOP

DOOR

Ø35 mm